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The Sunday List of Dreams

2007-01-23

connie nixon is no stranger to making lists in fact she has rewritten the list of her deepest desires no fewer
than forty eight times and each sunday for as long as she can remember she s tinkered with it but actually
doing something about her desires is a different story until the night she comes across a box belonging to
her estranged daughter and makes a stunning discovery it turns out that her seemingly straitlaced jessica
is part owner of one of the most successful sex toy shops in america shocked by her daughter s secret life
connie tucks her list in her back pocket and does something utterly impulsive she hops on a plane to new
york city to track down jessica and winds up on the wildest adventure of her life because with her
daughter s help connie s about to let her own inner bombshell see the light of day now for the first time
ever things are flying off connie s list like reconnecting with her daughter and getting tipsy before noon
and the most startlingly extraordinary desire of all falling in love

The Sunday List of Dreams

2007

in this poignant and transformative novel bestselling author kris radish weaves a tale of five women
yearning for change and the potential for happiness that lies within every heart free spirited psychologist
dr olivia bayer suspects she ll need a miracle to help the four wildly different women in her anger
management class grace a single working mother can barely find a moment s rest jane a high profile real
estate agent is struggling in the recession kit in her fifties has had it with her taunting older brothers and
leah a young mother of two is starting over after ending a troubled relationship all have reached a
crossroads and dr bayer has an unconventional plan to steer them on the right track as the class gets
taken everywhere from a bowling alley to a shooting range the women s tuesday meetings transform from
tense reluctant gatherings into richly rewarding experiments in female bonding as grace jane kit and leah
open up revealing secrets swapping stories and recovering long lost dreams old wounds begin to heal new
friendships are forged and miracles manifest in the most surprising ways

Tuesday Night Miracles

2012-01-03

eight women on a journey that will change their lives as lovers wives mothers daughters friends just
after midnight in a small town in wisconsin eight women begin walking together down a rural highway
career women housewives mothers divorc�es and one ex prom queen they are close friends who have been
meeting every thursday night for years sharing food wine and their deepest secrets but on this particular
thursday susan alice chris sandy gail mary joanne and janice decide to disappear from their own lives their
spontaneous pilgrimage attracts national attention and inspires other women from all across the
country as the miles fall away and the women forge ahead on their backroads odyssey leaving small
miracles in their wake each of their histories unfolds tales of shattered dreams and unexpected renewal of
thwarted love affairs and precious second chances in luminous heartwarming prose kris radish deftly
interweaves the women s intimate confessions into the story of their brave history making walk a
breathtaking achievement the elegant gathering of white snows tells an incomparable tale of friendship
and love loss and liberation
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The Elegant Gathering of White Snows

2003-06-10

briar logan is a loner who has already survived a wretched childhood near starvation and the harsh
western frontier in the 1860s just when she is on the brink of finally opening her heart to the possibilities
of happiness the love of her life is kidnapped by lawless gold miners and she steels herself for what could
be the greatest loss of her life desperate to save her husband and the solitary life they have carved out
of the wilderness briar is forced to accept the help of a damaged young man and a notorious female horse
trainer facing whiskey runners gold thieves unpredictable elements and men who will stop at nothing to
get what they want the unlikely trio must forge an uncommon bond in order to survive full of lessons of
love letting go and the real meaning of family a dangerous woman from nowhere is a timeless western
adventure story about courage change risk and learning how to unlock damaged hearts and live in the
sweet moments of now

The Publishers Weekly

2008

in this poignant and transformative novel bestselling author kris radish weaves a tale of five women
yearning for change and the potential for happiness that lies within every heart free spirited psychologist
dr olivia bayer suspects she ll need a miracle to help the four wildly different women in her anger
management class grace a single working mother can barely find a moment s rest jane a high profile real
estate agent is struggling in the recession kit in her fifties has had it with her taunting older brothers and
leah a young mother of two is starting over after ending a troubled relationship all have reached a
crossroads and dr bayer has an unconventional plan to steer them on the right track as the class gets
taken everywhere from a bowling alley to a shooting range the women s tuesday meetings transform from
tense reluctant gatherings into richly rewarding experiments in female bonding as grace jane kit and leah
open up revealing secrets swapping stories and recovering long lost dreams old wounds begin to heal new
friendships are forged and miracles manifest in the most surprising ways

A Dangerous Woman from Nowhere

2017-09-12

one amazing year in a remarkable woman1s life journey becomes the inspiration for generations when she
takes a huge risk follows her heart embraces forbidden love and unwittingly becomes the champion of a
winged world that is on the brink of extinction it s 1903 the world is poised for drastic change and julia
briton is a naive beautiful boston socialite who suffers a series of devastating losses and discovers
that her beloved husband is involved in the plume trade the massive slaughter of birds for use in the
fashion industry when julia is secretly ushered into the early 20th century by a group of brazen female
activists she boldly risks everything and embarks on a perilous journey to the wilds of untamed florida a
place of great danger where men will stop at nothing to get what they want and where one man and a
faithful friend force her to make yet more life changing decisions years later when julia s great
granddaughter kelly discovers some hidden tape recordings in her famous great grandmother1s dresser and
learns the real truth about julia s year a year that changed the course of history she must decide what
to do with her grandmother1s incredible legacy will she keep the real secret of the year or will she be
brave enough to follow her own heart usa best book awards fiction historical finalist
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Tuesday Night Miracles

2012-01-03

still reeling from divorce and feeling estranged from her teenage son trish taylor is in the midst of
salvaging the remnants of her life when she uncovers a shocking secret her sister is alive for years trish
believed that her mother and infant sister had died in a car accident but the truth is that her mother
fatally overdosed and that trish s grandparents put the baby girl up for adoption because her father
was black after years of drawing on the strength of her black ancestors billie cousins is shocked to
discover that she was adopted just as surprising after finally overcoming a series of health struggles
she is pregnant a dream come true for billie but a nightmare for her sweetie nick and for her mother both
determined to protect billie from anything that may disrupt her well being

The Year of Necessary Lies

2015-08-11

the beloved author of dancing naked at the edge of dawn returns with the story of five women who had
nothing in common but one extraordinary friend move over thelma and make way louise annie freeman s
raucous and heart tugging journey to eternity will put kris radish on the map in a red cadillac jacquelyn
mitchard author of the deep end of the ocean for katherine givens and the four women about to become her
best friends the adventure begins with a ups package inside is a pair of red sneakers filled with ashes and a
note that will forever change their lives katherine s oldest and dearest friend the irrepressible annie
freeman left one final request a traveling funeral and she wants the most important women in her life as
pallbearers from sonoma to manhattan katherine laura rebecca jill and marie will carry annie s ashes to
the special places in her life at every stop there s a surprise encounter and a small miracle waiting and as
they whoop it up across the country attracting interest wherever they go they share their deepest
secrets tales of broken hearts and second chances missed opportunities and new beginnings and as they
grieve over what they ve lost they discover how much is still possible if only they can unravel the
secret annie left them praise for annie freeman s fabulous traveling funeral radish s characters help
readers realize they are not alone in the world and their struggles have been or will be experienced by
other women albuquerque journal radish sings the praises of sisterhood by creating an enticing world of
women helping women to become the empowered individuals they were meant to be booklist

Children of the Waters

2009-06-23

a wonderful jazzy exciting read nikki giovanni author of acolytes broke and burned out from grad school
shay dixon does the unthinkable after receiving a vision from her de facto spiritual adviser blues singer
nina simone she phones nona the mother she had all but written off asking if she can come home for a while
when shay was growing up nona was either drunk hungover or out with her latest low life guy so shay
barely recognizes the new nona now sober and with a positive outlook on life a love of gardening and a
toddler named sunny though reconciliation seems a hard proposition for shay something unmistakable is
taking root inside her waiting to blossom like the morning glories opening up in nona s garden sanctuary
soon shay finds herself facing exciting possibilities and even her first real romantic relationship but when
an unexpected crisis hits even the wise words and soulful melodies of nina simone may not be enough for
solace shay begins to realize that like orange mint and honey sometimes life tastes better when bitter is
followed by sweet carleen brice has woven her talent for storytelling into a funny sad and perceptive
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novel that speaks to all of us who navigate less than perfect relationships with our parents or children
elyse singleton author of this side of the sky brice deftly shows the importance and joy of understanding
our past and not only forgiving those who hurt us but loving them in spite of that hurt readers of terry
mcmillan and bebe moore campbell will find a new writer to watch judy merrill larsen author of all the
numbers

Annie Freeman's Fabulous Traveling Funeral

2006-01-31

bestselling author kris radish delves deeply into the emotions of five very different women who are
thrown together by chance only to discover that they have more in common than they ever could have
imagined holly blandeen has always cherished the story her grandmother told her about the thread that
connects all women tying them forever in sisterhood it s a beautiful idea but with all the curveballs life
has thrown her way holly has often felt isolated different from other women that starts to change
when she meets four strangers in an airport and they agree to share a luxury hotel suite because a
powerful spring storm is barreling across the country stranding travelers from california to florida
what begins as a spur of the moment decision becomes an unlikely unexpected and sometimes reluctant
exercise in female bonding as these five exceptional women each at a crossroads swap stories share
secrets and seek answers to the questions they ve been asking about life love and the path to true
happiness a storm may have grounded them for the moment but after this wild adventure in which anything
can and does happen they ll never have to fly solo again

Orange Mint and Honey

2008-12-24

a workbook for recognizing releasing and transforming fear in one s self and in our health care system
over 60 exercises for recognizing releasing and transforming fear to promote healing includes case studies
transcribed dreamwork and the author s personal story of healing when laurel ann reinhardt discovered a
lump in her breast she witnessed firsthand how fear holds silent reign over the patient in the western
health care system and hinders the process of healing this fear is systematically perpetuated by doctors
and insurance agents and it has become the cultural norm undermining the foundation of all healing and
the important work these providers are meant to perform drawing on the work of rupert sheldrake ken
wilbur and carl jung as well as her 20 plus years of experience as a clinical psychologist laurel ann
reinhardt provides a thoughtful discussion about the existence creation and impact of this morphogenetic
field of fear in the health care system she provides us with the tools we need to recognize and release this
fear and its harmful role in the healing process from exercises for expelling the breath of fear and talking
back to fear to being heard and seen by physicians and dealing with the fears of our health care providers
healing without fear utilizes visualizations journaling chakra meditations and dreamwork to teach both
health care professionals and laypersons how to transform fear and allow true healing to begin

Milwaukee Magazine

2007

bestselling author kris radish takes the emotional measure of mothers daughters sisters and friends in her
wise and wonderful new novel of a woman unsure if she s on the verge of a breakdown or a breakthrough
after all these years is there any way you would see me again when emma lauryn gilford heard the voice
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on her answering machine she thought how dare he she s put a lot of distance between herself and samuel
filling her life with work and family lavishing her attention on her lovely nieces and a garden that s the
pride of higgins south carolina so why does his voice still have the power to make her heart skip why can
t she stop thinking about this man she d forgotten so long ago emma has always been the dependable
daughter the mediator of the controlled chaos always surrounding her high strung sisters and her
widowed mother higgins s own senior citizen seductress but with the annual gilford family reunion just
around the corner at least two of her sisters approaching meltdown and her favorite teenage niece taking
sanctuary in her home emma s concrete wall of self denial is showing cracks and on the other side is a life
she can t put off living a moment longer

Hearts on a String

2010-05-25

from the bestselling author of the sunday list of dreams and annie freeman s fabulous traveling funeral
comes a poignant funny and uplifting novel of a woman at midlife whose search for happiness within her
marriage and within herself turns a whole town upside down after twenty eight years of marriage to her
husband lucky addy lipton feels anything but happily married in fact just thinking of their garage filled to
the brim with lucky s useless junk collection drives addy dangerously close to plowing her car through
it but when lucky wins a trip to paradise aka costa rica addy has a faint hope they may be able to turn
things around or maybe they won t either way addy never gets the chance to find out on the morning of
their departure lucky fractures his back tossing their luggage into his truck now with the man she feels
she barely knows anymore parked indefinitely on her couch addy can t see their already shaky relationship
surviving much longer it s time to make some big changes and some drastic choices with the love and
support of her devoutly single sister hell and her workout friends the sweat hers addy begins a crusade
to revive her dreams and she takes the women of parker along for the ride soon the men will realize they ll
have to step up to the plate to keep their wives and lovers happy and addy will have to decide if the
paradise she s creating in parker is big enough for two filled with small town characters and big time soul
searching this sparkling and inspirational tale will hit you where you live and show you that just as
happiness can get buried beneath the jumble of years it can be rediscovered if you look hard enough for it
within your heart

Healing without Fear

2002-11-01

eight women on a journey that will change their lives as lovers wives mothers daughters friends just
after midnight in a small town in wisconsin eight women begin walking together down a rural highway
career women housewives mothers divorc�es and one ex prom queen they are close friends who have been
meeting every thursday night for years sharing food wine and their deepest secrets but on this particular
thursday susan alice chris sandy gail mary joanne and janice decide to disappear from their own lives their
spontaneous pilgrimage attracts national attention and inspires other women from all across the
country as the miles fall away and the women forge ahead on their backroads odyssey leaving small
miracles in their wake each of their histories unfolds tales of shattered dreams and unexpected renewal of
thwarted love affairs and precious second chances in luminous heartwarming prose kris radish deftly
interweaves the women s intimate confessions into the story of their brave history making walk a
breathtaking achievement the elegant gathering of white snows tells an incomparable tale of friendship
and love loss and liberation
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The Shortest Distance Between Two Women

2009-08-18

from the bestselling author of the elegant gathering of white snows comes a poignant outrageous
refreshingly liberating story about one woman whose life takes an unexpected turn meg fratano has just
witnessed the unthinkable her husband of twenty seven years making love to another woman in her bed and
all meg wanted to do was watch quietly secretly watch then she realized her life would never be the
same meg isn t sure what she wants but she knows it s not what she had after almost three decades of
marriage and two children she has finally awakened to how unhappy she is now with the help of friends
old and new and even her teenage daughter a former brat who has blossomed into a startlingly wise
young woman meg just might break through the chains of everyone s expectations for her and find the
strength to take the first step on her own path to strip away a lifetime of inhibitions to dance naked at
the edge of dawn

Searching for Paradise in Parker, PA

2008-04-01

a woman who worries about carrying a 38 special in her purse nearly drowns in a desert canyon flies
into the war in bosnia dances with the fbi tells geraldo he shouldn t put guests in hotel rooms with rats
and spends time with murderers has more than a few stories to tell gravel on the side of the road true
stories from a broad who has been there is a daring and revealing adventure itself beloved novelist kris
radish returns to her non fiction beginnings with her first book of autobiographical essays

The Elegant Gathering of White Snows

2004-12-28

most people are both repelled and intrigued by the images of cold blooded conscienceless murderers that
increasingly populate our movies television programs and newspaper headlines with their flagrant
criminal violation of society s rules serial killers like ted bundy and john wayne gacy are among the most
dramatic examples of the psychopath individuals with this personality disorder are fully aware of the
consequences of their actions and know the difference between right and wrong yet they are terrifyingly
self centered remorseless and unable to care about the feelings of others perhaps most frightening they
often seem completely normal to unsuspecting targets and they do not always ply their trade by killing
presenting a compelling portrait of these dangerous men and women based on 25 years of distinguished
scientific research dr robert d hare vividly describes a world of con artists hustlers rapists and other
predators who charm lie and manipulate their way through life are psychopaths mad or simply bad how
can they be recognized and how can we protect ourselves this book provides solid information and
surprising insights for anyone seeking to understand this devastating condition

Dancing Naked at the Edge of Dawn

2004-12-28

taking readers from 1905 italy to present day philadelphia the legacy of us uncovers how the lives of
three generations of women are changed by love loss and one little necklace liz moretti thought she knew
almost everything about her grandmother ella from her love of the golden girls to the perfect pound cake
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recipe but when ella passes away and liz finds a cameo locket with a marriage proposal engraved inside
from a man who was not her grandfather she realizes that sometimes a person s secrets are discovered
only after they re gone on top of losing ella liz s career as a jewelry designer is stagnant and her love
life lacks sparkle too when she reconnects with the one who got away liz thinks maybe things are finally
starting to look up but after a few drinks and a trip down a flight of stairs liz wakes up to realize the
cameo is gone her ex offers to look for it but so does justin the intriguing new guy in her apartment
building while dealing with her feelings for two very different men and generally trying to reinvent her mess
of a life liz finds answers and solace in ella s diary the story of the cameo and the relationship between
her grandmother and great grandmother an outspoken socialite from italy inspires liz to grow up and
accept responsibility for her missteps eventually she must choose between the life she thought she wanted
and the promise of something better

Gravel on the Side of the Road

2014-07-22

cincinnati magazine taps into the dna of the city exploring shopping dining living and culture and giving
readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping the region

Without Conscience

2011-09-20

presents a guide to the names and specialities of american and canadian publishers editors and literary
agents including information on the acquisition process and on choosing literary agents

Islands Magazine

2000-07
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2015-08-18
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American Book Publishing Record
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Rewriting the Road

2009
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